EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO GET STARTED WITH

Clinic Software®.com is a fully-comprehensive SaaS (Software as a Service) in cloud based created to help companies
and appointment-based businesses of any industry and size such as Clinics, Spas and Salons with tools that helps to
Grow Sales, Save Time & Get Organized (Awarded The Most Innovative Service).

Our all-in-one SaaS Software Solution
A cloud based platform designed for Clinics, Spas, Salons and appointment based services, in order to manage
all the aspects of your business from anywhere at anytime, connect multiple devices in real-time 24 / 7 / 365 to:

GROW SALES

SAVE TIME

GET ORGANISED

Preparing the Business for Growth
with automation of repetitive tasks
like online bookings, marketing

Surprisingly using the software
with a pc, tablet and smart
phone as a part of the regular

For successful business flow, the
company must gather vital information
on existing and potential client as well.

campaigns, reminders, texts, emails,
payments appointments,
instalments, APIs, etc.

work-flow can eliminate
downtime and save a lot of time
when you manage all on the go.

We help solve this problem by saving all
valuable customer data in the cloud
when you have all in one place.

Why ClinicSoftware.com ? The Comparison Chart

Clinic Software®

Other Software Providers
(in the Clinic, Salon, Spa industries)

1 – 2 hours

10 – 15 days

100+ Comprehensive Features
Face & Body Rejuvenation Procedures
Automated Marketing Features

API ready
24/7 Online Booking Platform
Comprehensive Reports
Marketing Tree, Tasks, Leads
Fully-responsive (Mobile, Pc, Tablet)
Great Partners & Integrations

Ultimate Sales Cycle
Tracking Courses of Treatments
Multi-Location / Multi-Computer
Online Shop Selling Products
Setup time

What makes us unique? The Ultimate Sales
Cycle
The Software allows you to Plan and Execute automations and marketing campaigns with sms texts and emails.

Marketing Campaigns
Newsletter & SMS Text

Website visitors – Inbound Calls
Organic Views – Web Forms – New Customers – New Appointments

Organic Web Traffic – Ads referrals
Email responses
Yellow Pages – Google Maps – Phone Calls Word of
mouth referrals
Contact Us Forms – Social Networks
Content Marketing Blog
Online Communities – Local guides
Facebook – Twitter – Social Media

Google Search – Email Marketing Newsletter
SMS Marketing – Online Ads - Social Media Ads
Partners – Content - Marketing – Events
Magazines – Local Ads
PR – Corporate & VIP
With online booking real-time connected with the
software and marketing, the team can identify viable sales
opportunities and grow the business.

What makes it unique? The Real-Time Ultimate Sales Cycle
The software allows you to plan, execute and track automations, tasks, leads, direct debit, payments, reminders, paperless
forms, rejuvenation procedure, courses of treatments, SMS texts & email marketing campaigns.

1. Campaign -> visited landing page form
2. Wait 3h and 3min. Booked appointment?

13. Notify the receptionist to prepare the paperless.

3. If Yes -> send text (thank you message)

14. Yes? Notify the therapist to see the signed form.

4. If No -> wait 7 days and (send special offer)

15. Yes? Remind the therapist to take pictures.

5. No? Notify the reception to call after 3 days.

16. Wait until the status will change into complete.

6. No? wait 7 days and send email with 40% off.

17. Send thank you and link to review link sms.

7. Yes? Then send thank you message.

18. Scan the database. If no appointment in the last
month send a special offer via text and email based on
the treatment history.

8. Send a thanks discount code to buy a product.
9. Yes? Notify the therapist. Customer booked.
10. One Day before? Send clinic address via text.

19. No-show? No problem. Send automatically message
to rebook.

11. Makes a purchase? send 10% off for next item.

20. Booked appointment?

12. Wait until the status will change into arrived.

21. Start again! Repeat Success!

Marketing Automation
Keep Your Team in Sync

Marketing Automation

Increase Productivity
Access Up-to-date
Information on Key
Access Customers Anywhere

Optimize the sales flow

The system will manage and show up all these
opportunities as a team can not be thrown into chaos, the
software will help a lot.

Marketing Automation can automatically handle most of
the administrative work and save time. With Automation
the system will send out reminders with the special offers
of the month for treatments and the special offers of the
month for products.
The customer trends report and KPI will help to identify the
customer behaviour and send your personalized campaigns
every single month.

Set-up auto response emails and sms text
Auto-response SMS Texts & emails
“Thank you for your interest!”
Auto-response SMS Texts & emails
“Special offer of the month for Treatments”
Auto-response SMS Texts & emails
“Special offer of the month for Products”

Marketing - Sales - Offers - Reviews
Marketing

Personalized SMS Texts and email reminders.
Personalized Reports. Personalized Day Book.
Personalized Services and Categories.
Personalized Courses of Services.
Personalized Consent Forms.
Personalized address to book online.
Save Hours each week eliminating Manual Work.
Get Actionable Insights From Data.
Keep Team in Sync, Increase Productivity.
Access Up-To-Date Information on Key Customers.
Access from Anywhere at Anytime.

New Appointments - New Customers
New Payments

The software will increase sales, measure and increase
productivity and perform business functions accurately.

®

Clinic Software Evolution
Clinic Software®.com brings online booking time down to seconds and providing automation technology to
handle much of the organizational work, and tools to keep everything neat, the business will grow its inflow of
bookings to start driving business results in a short period of time.

Winner @Global Awards and Sponsor@ BABTAC

In Press:

The Media/Press Already Love Us

The Media/Press: Video on the screen, Interviews, Banner at
the entrance, Feets on the floor, On the cover, In the VIP bags

The Media / Beauty Hub

We are Exhibitor at all the Industry Shows as well.
Pictures from our previous Industry Shows. For more pictures and video, double check our social media accounts.

Olympia Beauty

Professional Beauty

Our customers are very happy & satisfied

Ray Smith

Josh Smith

Our Client

Our Client

“ … It increased our sales by 400%
… it just taking the business to that
next level and constantly taking to
the new levels as well … it is a
must… a Massive Thank you! …

“ Everything is there, no
confusion ... Much easier to
sell … If you are looking into
a complete system this is the
system to go to and for …”

“ Fantastic Customer
Experience…it helped us to cut
the no shows to minimum …it
helped us to build the client
database…Thank you!”

“ Paperless system … If you
want to have a total control of
all the aspects in your clinic
then ClinicSoftware.com is
the software to go to …”

“ … It helped us in different areas
… we can access it anywhere in
the world enables me to do my
paper work .... Thank you very
much for everything you do for us!“

Our partners and integrations give us huge competitive
edge

2 Factor Authentication SMS & Google Authenticator

BONUS: THE COMPLETE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
HANDBOOK THAT WILL HELP TO CONNECT THE
DOTS AND GROW YOUR BUSINESS

INTRODUCTION
You’re probably reading this brochure because you want
to know what ClinicSoftware.com is all about, and how this software
is different from other software.
Here at ClinicSoftware.com, we understand what it means to start
small and grow.

WHAT IS CLINIC SOFTWARE?
ClinicSoftware.com gives your entire company a 360-degree view of
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The Industry is Changing
The Industry has changed the game for small businesses.
The right technology can turn a company from a

small business player in an industry to a major threat to established
enterprise companies.
Organising, supporting, and enabling a small business
with a software solution like ClinicSoftware.com can
help that next level well and propagate the selling power previously
reserved only for big companies with big
teams of developers in house and a other different
software with different tasks and people.
Let’s take a look at the few ways ClinicSoftware.com
gives small companies big business power:
• All Tools in One Place
• Grow your Business
• Reports as You Need Them
• Grow your Productivity
• Tablet Consent Forms
• Online Booking fully responsive and & Mobile

Is it time to invest in a Clinic Software?
The contents of this brochure will help you determine that.
Signs your business needs ClinicSoftware.com
- You have no single source for information.
- You have little or no visibility.
- You have no Reports.

- You are losing data.
- You can't stay in touch on the go.
- You treat every Customer the same.
- You don’t have enough time.

- You can’t see the plan to grow sales.
- You have a lot of things to organise.
Does your business needs ClinicSoftware.com?
Not sure? If you check any of the above points, ClinicSoftware.com
could dramatically improve your business performance, grow sales,
save time and organise the things.

How Clinic Software Will Help You
We will show you couple of possibilities for how ClinicSoftware.com
can help companies and appointment-based businesses of any
industry and size such as clinics, spas and beauty salons.
Companies begin with a classic relationship of Business to consumer
(B2C) - very simple.
If the company is young it might be fine to only maintain paper notes

about your customers, sales and incoming orders, but as the number
of customers grows this specific type of record/keeping can't answer
to your needs to move to the next level with your business.
As you probably know and see with your business: There aren’t

enough hours in the day, There aren’t enough days in the week.
There aren’t enough weeks in the month to do everything you have
in plan. Honestly at the end of the day, time is money.

The more efficiently employee use their time, the great the results
are to your business daily sales.

Keeping the information updated at every step
Companies size expand faster by keeping a perfect flow of new
customers and investing more time booking, as well as providing
with all the information they need to book the next appointments.

This is where ClinicSoftware.com is necessary.
Finding time to create a flow of new customers and new
appointments is a challenge for any team.

This is often caused by some of the following problems:
- Not enough information on potential and existing customers
- Not enough history about existing customers, their appointments,
their purchase history and their preferences

- No reports and forecasting of future business
- No texts and email auto-reminders for their appointments
- No real-time online-booking, not available 24/7
- No marketing for monthly special offers

- No sales cycle

Bookings, Bookings, Bookings
ClinicSoftware.com allows your team to book and manage
appointments, payments, products, reminders, marketing and all the
data about customers profile so the information’s available in real

time at each interaction. Plus, it quickly provides access to the
reports related to appointments, sales and forecasting.
Your team need time to take bookings.

The receptionist would not be able to take more than one or
maximum two phone call appointments in the same time even if
another customer is waiting at the reception or other tasks to do.

Here's how you can fix this easily:
- Saving time is a big challenge for a professional team, but
surprisingly using the software with a pc, tablet and smart-phone as
a part of the regular work-flow can eliminate downtime and save a

lot of time.
- Open your business to new appointments opportunities 24/7/365.

Bookings, Bookings, Bookings
- Automation of repetitive tasks gives your team more time to
concentrate on growing up the business and take more
appointments from different channels.

- With Text Marketing, you can automatically confirm bookings via
SMS Text, reducing the number of no-shows and cutting back the
time you spend on the phone confirming appointments.
- Automated online booking means that confirmed bookings are

entered directly into the appointment book, not just a booking
request.
- Providing one software solution for team to access the information
and connect eliminates endless phone calls and mistakes.

- Auto Booking reminders for existing customers with less than 1
appointment in the last 30 days.- The software syncs with all the
devices even with tablets and mobiles, via the in-cloud, so the entire
team is on the same page and has the most current information

anywhere at anytime.

How Software Improves Productivity
Keeps You In The Know
For successful business flow, you must gather vital information on
existing customer and potential clients as well. But saving the data in

papers or excel can be hard when you’re also trying to make your
bookings. ClinicSoftware.com help solve this problem by saving
valuable customer data on your behalf, including:
• Client history ; • Appointments history

• Current client preferences ; • Client Notes history
• Client Consent Forms history
• Client Rejuvenation Face & Body Procedures
• Past interactions with a client; • Drinks History

• Client infrastructure details ; • Receipt History
• Past sales interactions ; • Tracking Sessions history
• Tracking Minutes history; • Tracking Instalments history
• Pictures history ; • Products history

• SMS Text & email Reminders history
• Shifts history; • Reports history
These efficiencies ring true for businesses of any size.

Don’t forget to think Mobile On the Go
As you consider Software solutions, it’s important
to consider that the modern team, they are always on,
always connected, and incredibly mobile.

When considering any new tool, including the
ClinicSoftware.com, you should make sure the
technology enhances this shift in productivity,
and fits into your team’s existing work flow.
Mobile Software Tools
When considering Software tools, you’ll notice that
a rare few have functional mobile components.

Online Booking from Mobile, Day Book access
from Mobile, Shifts access from Mobile.
Solutions like ClinicSoftware.com were built
PC & Mobile-First with a team’s Better Intelligence

in mind, a true mobile Software can mean the
difference between a solution that merely helps
your business, and one that revolutionizes it.

A Big Help for Businesses
If you’re a small business, you might be wondering if
ClinicSoftware.com is right for you.

Simple: If you have customers, you can benefit from
ClinicSoftware.com .
No matter how small your customer base is, it’s not possible for your

team to keep up with every interaction, ones that have happened, or
need to happen, memorized and organized.
It’s a powerful business tool that streamlines processes, gives

valuable business insights, and virtually connects employees at your
company so they can collaborate as a team, in real time. That’s
something every business could use.

But only one Clinic Software continues to help more
businesses succeed than any other.

Generate More Sales
With access to more channels than ever before, businesses can
dramatically increase their reach and the number of touch-points they
have with a client.
Software solutions like ClinicSoftware.com allow you to adjust
your auto-generation strategies across your website, promoting
activities, and organic channels. Each channel inherently requires a

unique approach and a Software affords you the flexibility to customize
your operation for each channel while still maintaining a single
organized database of Customers.

Website
The Website is now the primary business driver for nearly
every industry. From organic traffic to your website, to paid promotions
and banner ads, a company’s reach is virtually limitless and has the

ability to grow exponentially. Driving all of this traffic
to the online booking on your website is a great way to start collecting
new appointments on new customers and existing customers thanks to
the real-time connection with the software.

Booking Activities
The fields from the booking appointment process including the
appointments details are sent directly to the Software solution and
used to start building a comprehensive database of legitimate

opportunities for the business.
No matter what new technology comes along, professional teams will
always be the heavy lifters in the Booking generation arena. With cold

calls, referrals, email marketing, sms text marketing, online booking,
managers can identify viable bookings opportunities and add them to
their Software solution. A Software solution turns the separate
activities of your team into one cohesive database that feeds your

booking process.
Organic Channels
Social media sites like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and

LinkedIn are valuable opportunities to drive new appointments as well.
As a business builds its social media audience with valuable content
and engagement, it can begin to entice its followers to convert into
appointments via online booking that promote treatments, offers, and

content.

Optimize The Sales Flow
The Sales Flow is more than taking an appointment from a
phone call from your existing customer. It is not about taking
an appointment and rebook that appointment for the next

visit, it is about automate the process of taking appointments
and payments from all your existing but new customers.
With a well-organized appointment-generating machine,

companies need to develop work-flow to manage
the diverse new influx of appointments opportunities.
Without a software in place to manage all these

appointments, a team can be thrown into chaos.
This is where a solution like ClinicSoftware.com can
help. With the great marketing automation technology we

offer to handle much of the organizational grunt work,
and tools to keep everything neat, a business can harness its
inflow of bookings to start driving business results.

Marketing Automation
With automation tools, appointments can be automatically booked
and graded by how well they fit a business ideal
customer profile.
Automation of repetitive tasks gives your team more time to
concentrate on growing up the business and take more appointments
from different channels.
With Text Marketing, you can automatically confirm bookings
via SMS Text, reducing the number of no-shows and cutting
back the time you spend on the phone confirming appointments.
Automated online booking means that confirmed bookings are
entered directly into the appointment book, not just a booking
request.
Automated different activities from taking appointments, to payments,
reminder, thank you messages, and marketing offers
it could save a lot of time and you can focus on other important steps

to grow your business, save time and get organized.

Grow Your Sales
Many small businesses run into the same problems at some point in
their lifetime: They have great services, but they don’t know how to

grow their business to the next level. How do you increase bookings
and win appointments? How do you grow your sales while keeping
costs under control?

ClinicSoftware.com can help jump-start business growth for small
businesses. ClinicSoftware.com streamlines operations, allowing you
to increase sales, and decrease your costs.

In nearly every industry, there is more competition than ever before.
This means it’s harder than ever to win new customers.
Winning new customers comes down to who is better organized,
better prepared, and better informed.

ClinicSoftware.com was designed to make taking more
appointments as easy as possible.

Grow Your Bookings
Keeping track of customers on a spread sheet
just doesn’t count it anymore.

ClinicSoftware.com allows you to organize all of your customers,
get an accurate view of your bookings, and better forecast
your business.

Decrease Your Costs
Bootstrapping and staying lean allow small businesses to maintain a
competitive advantage over larger businesses. ClinicSoftware.com
helps keep software and personnel expenses low, improves support

while shortening down times, and decreases the risk
and difficulty of scaling up your business.

Connect to Your Customers
Customers of today are booked online in
24 hours a day 7 days a week for 365 days a year.
Because appointments and marketing processes are
transforming to meet this connected world,
it’s easier than ever before for small businesses

to compete for customer attention.
We will explain in details ways you can use latest
technology tools to put customers first and effectively
grow your business, save time and get organized.
Adjust your thinking:
Embrace the "change", if you haven’t already.
Then shift the focus of your business

to put your customers experience front and centre.

Get social:
Most of your current and potential
customers are using social media channels like Twitter, Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest, Google+, Snapchat.

Make sure your company’s services are connected to this
social world. A customer platform in the cloud can help
you manage this by linking online appointments platform, marketing,
services, and more together to directly connect to your target

audience socially and profitable.
Be a good listener:
Understand where customers learn about and engage in discussions

about your services and industry.
Get a system in place to monitor customer activity, history, and
feedback to hear what they say, and then reflect this in your
marketing offers.
"Bang Bang" the social channels: Social media sites like Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest will let you create efficient campaigns to
target your message to the right customers based on needs, age,

demographics, gender, geography, and more.

Be engaging:
Create and promote content on your web site via a business blog
and on social media channels, in marketing materials,

that your customers and readers want to read.
Respond in real time: Today’s customers
participate in multiple channels and are

eager to ask questions or book appointments asap
if they will receive the answer asap.
The sooner they get answers, the happier they are.
Be responsive no matter where you are.
Be an App owner: Quickly build and deploy your own
branded App that engage and impress customers.
The ClinicSoftware.com solutions allows you to

accomplish this faster by providing the perfect App,
so you can focus on creative solutions.

Unlock important data:
Keep the critical information in your back office system
— appointment status, inventory status, history,

tracking of their payments and instalments, receipts
— with your front office desk, services, and marketing
activities, so your team is ready to serve customers and
their needs at any moment and booking their next appointment

in time for their favourite treatment.
Cultivate brand reactions: Existing
customers are great source of information for all your

potential customers. Provide these reactions
with a voice on social media, newsletters, and, in turn, give
customers confidence in your services and team.

Drive Your Innovation
The IT Department team and developers of our company
are often responsible for building the product itself.
However, as company scale and add more solutions,

IT’s role begins to shift.
Our IT Department is constantly focus to build new
functionality or troubleshoot problems that arise.

They have to constantly prioritize these incoming requests,
and work very close to all our customers to build new
features and reports and fit your business needs.

With ClinicSoftware.com , this day-to-day maintenance becomes a thing
of the past. IT Department can finally
crawl out from under the backlog of tickets and take the important role
of collaborating across departments

to move the company forward.
We offer you access to a lot of fully-comprehensive reports,
but you have the ability to ask for any report you can

imagine and we will custom build for you.

Maximizing Your ROI
Choose a Cloud-Based Business Software Solution
All major Software vendors offer cloud versions of their systems.
Choosing this software as a service (SaaS) model means businesses no

longer have to deal with things that on-premise software apps demand,
like servers, software issues, bugs, no 24/7 access, new version upgrades
and support.
Integrate with Applications that Provide Value

Take advantage of the new business and applications that are out there,
and integrate them with your software licence.
These include accounting, marketing, newsletter, sms marketing,
payments, accounting, social media, which allow your company to track

payments, instalments, customers, and capture real-time data.
Allow for Mobile Integration
Make the things accessible on mobile devices for your
team so they can work on the go, things like reviewing

appointments, managing bookings, and shifts.
The integration also work with back-office software, and online booking.

Between Sales & Marketing
Customers data is valuable when used to grow sales and to create
marketing campaigns to take more appointments. But these insights
can be missed if sales and marketing

don’t work together. Before you move forward, get
both things in one place to map out common objectives,
and to discuss how to use the data.

Generating Reports to analyse the business activity
The right Business Software can present data in an almost
effortless pre-formatted report. Take the time to not only
read the reports, but to understand and act on them

when needed in order to increase sales.
Building Loyalty Relationships with Customers
Clinic Software is an excellent tool to connect with your customers
and build relationships that grow over time. Be aware that

customers evolve and change, and your business may need to
change with them sometimes.

How to Craft a Business Strategy
Set yourself up for success by building a comprehensive Business strategy. You
need the right plan in place from a business perspective. Here are basic steps
to build the perfect plan:

1.Illustrate Your Vision
Your vision can be many things, from becoming market leader for great
treatments in your area, to redefining customer service within your industry.
Make it both aspirational enough to have an impact, and simple enough that

the entire company can understand it.
2.Decide Your Strategy
Strategy is what makes your vision the future of your business. Say you want to

be area leader for beauty treatments. Do you do this by competing on price, or
by offering different and great services?
3.Describe Your Business Objectives

Business objectives are where tools and strategies get translated into the every
day work. A common mistake when implementing new objectives is to
replicate in it all the old business strategies and processes, complete with their
inefficiencies. Instead, view your new tools implementation as an opportunity

to review, optimize and improve how you work.

Get Your Team On Board
4.Get Your Team On Board
Great employees are vital for your business vision, strategies and business objectives. A lack of good employees is one of the top five
contributing factors to business failure.
5.Identify the Reports
You can't manage volume if you are not ready for volume of customers. Reports should be visible to everyone in order to analyse your
business activities, and this means creating reports for all aspects of the company, from sales and commissions, to the staff team and

performance reports.
6.Prioritize Your Actions
You’re not going to get everything done at once, so decide what’s most important to deliver first. Marketing is often the priority, so

everyone is ready to use the new Software system in order to improve your marketing. But you have to think about other important aspects
as well. Do a few things well, than a hundred things poorly. No #1 should be your customer satisfaction. Nurturing and creating happy
customer advocates who share positive word-of-mouth with others. Collect the names and all the contact information from your
customers. Then keep it up-to-date. History is kept automatically by the software. Describe your services in a meaningful way via social

media and website blog. Keep your website updated. Segment your customers based on the latest appointments in the last 30 days so your
marketing will be more focused and relevant. Keep your most profitable customers very happy with monthly special offers of your services
using auto reminders and auto marketing promotions of the software. Focus on attracting new customers who are most like your most
profitable customers. Get coverage from influential press and bloggers. Be great at networking online and in person. Be great at networking

online and in person, and save all the notes about your customers in the software, notes sections.

Detail Your Roadmap

Road Of Success

7.Detail Your Roadmap
A successful rollout is vital, but being able to deliver
enhancements and features after you go live is equally

important.
Plan your campaigns and consider what other capabilities
you need to deliver for the business.
Now that your software and strategy are in place, it’s time to

see the best ways to measure and maximize the sales.
8.Chose the right Software
Implementing the right software can increase sales and

productivity.
That's why think two times and double check ten times what
are you paying for if you really want to grow sales, save
time, get organized.
9.Business Strategy, Repeat Success
Repeat all the above steps and repeat success, it's as simple
as that.

Hi, We’re ClinicSoftware.com
ClinicSoftware.com was created with the idea to re-imagine how
business appointment-based management works by automating,
simplifying, and deepening the way appointments engage with

customers and marketing. ClinicSoftware.com built the world’s first
Appointment-based Software Intelligence technology, bringing
Real-Time appointment solution and online booking platform via 24/7
in-cloud online data capture into software technology, Real-Time

connected with tablets to sign client consent forms, face & body
rejuvenation procedures, tracking courses of services, payments,
customers history, products and marketing solutions. This has made it a
lot easier for businesses to communicate and collaborate with their

team to grow sales, save time and get organised. ClinicSoftware.com
saw the potential of appointment-based software to power how
businesses will manage their appointments & clients relationships in the
future -> more intelligently. We continue to innovate on Booking

Software technology, developing the next generation of appointmentbased service & customer relationship management with powerful
marketing technology, all while building products that are intuitive and
easy to set up so that expanding businesses can focus on what matters

-> growing the sales fast, save time and get organised.

ClinicSoftware.com Features
Full Access to more than 100 different features for a total control and management of your business.
Please double check below screenshots with couple of the great features of our software.

Day Book Appointment Booking Calendar
Your clients are vital to your company, not only can you book new appointments, but you could keep a very detailed customer database.

Day Book Appointment:
Clinic Software day book appointment makes scheduling your customers in for
treatments quick and very easy, which is crucial for a busy beauty Clinic.
However, Clinic Software does a lot even more than simply allow you to take down a
name and time for a visit from your customer.
The clients database allows you keep vital information such as: name, date of birth,
telephone number, address, e-mail address, warning notes, discount level, voucher code,
forms signed, order history, appointments history, account balance, and more.
Comprehensive Clinic Appointment Booking Software:
Clinic Software also provides you the power to keep a lot more comprehensive info such
as: skin type, allergic reactions, last visit, favourite therapies and treatments and other
urgent notes. The advantages of keeping a greater level of info include: the capability to
do even more concentrated marketing, maintain a far better connection with your clients
and also it offers you the possibility to recognize your customers much better than you
ever have done before.
Single Click Appointments Clinic Appointment Booking Software:
Bring in new appointments is done utilizing a single mouse click.
The beauty Clinic agenda could be viewed in day, in advance for a week or in advance for
even months and you will create more appointments for the next months.
This allows appointments to be quickly relocated from one day to another day.

Access Available Anywhere Appointment Booking Software
Having the appointment day book online means that a Clinic manager could view
utilisation from anywhere that has access to the internet, from the beauty Clinic,
from home or even when away on vacation.

Fully Responsive Online Booking
Open your business 24/7/365

• Open your Clinic to new appointments opportunities 24/7/365 with the
most effective fully-responsive Clinic online booking software on the
market.
• As a fully-integrated feature, Online Booking Software Add-on allows you
to take appointments and upfront payments without the risk of
overlapping or double-booking 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a
year.
• Allow your clients to create appointments online, increasing exposure and
availability of your services. clients booking online will free up your front
desk staff and allow them to use more of the marketing features of our
software.
• Automated booking means that confirmed bookings are entered directly
into the appointment book, not just a booking request.
Online Booking Software has built in smart system that manages the staff
and ensures that they are not over allocated.
• The services and staff that are offered online are fully configurable by
Clinic . Optionally, the Online Booking Software can attribute a cost to a
service or take a deposit.
• Each booking is confirmed with an email and Online Booking Software has
built in support for SMS appointment messaging and allows the Clinic to
control the details of the message and the delivery schedule.

• Online Booking Software enables Clinic clients to view the status of their
appointments through their own online account.
• Fully-Mobile Responsive in order to take appointments on the GO.

DON’T FORGET TO THINK MOBILE
Mobile Software Tools
As you consider Software solutions, it’s important to
consider that the modern team, they are always on,
always connected, and incredibly mobile.
When considering any new tool, including the
ClinicSoftware.com, you should make sure the
technology enhances this shift in productivity,
and fits into your team’s existing work flow.

When considering Software tools, you’ll
notice that a rare few have functional
mobile components.
Online Booking from Mobile, Day Book
access from Mobile, Shifts access from
Mobile.
Solutions like ClinicSoftware.com were
built PC & Mobile-First with a team’s
Better Intelligence in mind, a true mobile
CRM can mean the difference between a
solution that merely helps your business,
and one that revolutionizes it.

Sign Client Consent Forms from any tablet
With the brand-new update you can now do customer
appointments on the software! You now have the
capacity to change and edit the inquiries within
software, save the form away against the customer
record card as well as being able to email the form to
the relevant people and export in PDF format.
Paperless tablet customer consultation form
personalized customer consultation form, includes
recommended services and products.
Saved consultation forms are stored in the customer
record card.
ClinicSoftware.com is guaranteed to increase your
profitability and empowers you to be in complete
control of every aspect of your practice.
Whether your practice is new or established, small or
large, ClinicSoftware.com is designed to continue the
growth of your clinic.

Marketing - SMS Text Marketing – Email Marketing
Clinic Software’s Marketing Strategies is bulging with pre-set, automated SMS (text message)
campaigns ready to be set to work like your own in-house marketing manager. Or, for those with
more time and confidence, you can simply define and trigger your own campaigns.
Either way, SMS marketing has been shown, time and again, to be the single most powerful way
of maintaining, strengthening and re-establishing customer relationships aside from in-Clinic
contact. Salon mobile marketing systems are revolutionising how Clinic s market.
SMS Text & Email Clinic Marketing Strategies
Cut no-shows by 79% with auto appointment reminder texts. Send thank you emails and get
reviews on your treatments. Target customers by age, gender for email or SMS.
Clinic Marketing Strategies is bulging with pre-set, SMS/text message campaigns ready to be set
to work like your own in-house marketing manager. or, for those with more time and confidence,
you can simply define and trigger your own campaigns.
Either way, SMS marketing has been shown once again, to be the the most powerful way of
maintaining, strengthening and re-establishing customer relationships aside from in-Clinic
contact. The mobile marketing systems are revolutionising how Clinic s market.
Send emails and SMS Messages quickly and easily to simply remind them of their appointment
or inform them of the latest offers in your Clinic . Text and email is a great way to keep in touch
with your customers. With Salon Marketing Strategies you have the option to send appointment
reminders quickly and easily which not only give your customer a more personal experience, but
also will help to eradicate expensive no shows. The text and email feature also allows you to do
professional marketing of your latest offers and promotions to specific mailing lists. This means
you could target specific groups for example: customers with a birthday in the next month,
anyone who hasn’t been in for the last 3 months, customers who have spent X amount in the
Clinic . The main benefits of this feature is that you can target specific groups of customers,
professional actively increase the number of people coming through the door, increase the
spending of your customers and improve the relationship with your customers, therefore greatly
increasing your turnover.

Marketing Strategies
Benefits of using Clinic Marketing Strategies and our appointment booking and reminder system include:

Benefits
– Increased client loyalty
– More frequent visits
– Additional services and treatments
– Higher product sales
– Team member retention
– Increased Clinic profile and status
Clinic Marketing Strategies in a similar way to second visit customers
increases retention from 20% to 70%.
Retain Existing Clients Using Our Salon SMS Marketing Suite
Rewarding existing clients with promotions, reminders and incentives has
been shown to be an extremely powerful method of retention.
Campaigns, which BeautyShopSoftware’s Clinic management software will
run automatically, include:
– Recommend a friend
– Cancellation promotion
– Appointment reminders
– Birthday campaigns
– No show reminders
– Seasonal occasions like Mothers’ Day, Easter Day, Christmas Day
Clinic Marketing Strategies will help you
– Introduce new clients
– Reduce no-shows
– Improve client retention
– Increase average bill value
– Promote new services
– Drive-up retail sales

Track Rejuvenation Face & Body Procedures from any tablet
The new software allows you to plan and monitor a wide range of procedures using clear
diagrams. It is designed for use by doctors, dermatologists, nurses, facial plastic surgeons, spas,
salons, skin specialists, and face and body specialists. With a simple touch, you can add an

injection of botulinum toxin, fat, ﬁllers or any other procedure to a client’s treatment
programme. You can also draw the wrinkles and lines on the face and body to record their
position and progress. The module allows you to search for a customer or a procedure, compare
different procedures side by side, allocate the chosen procedure and log signatures for consent

forms. You can also check the client’s history, add notes, take real pictures, and compare beforeand-after pictures. Users can change the orientation and position of the diagrams on screen to
give a detailed view from any angle. The Day Book section allows users to book appointments
straight into the software. As well as individual treatments, you can book courses with real-time

conﬁrmation. Tracking the sessions and instalments of each course in real time is also easy, as is
tracking the purchase history and account balance of your patients. Among its many additional
functions, the software also lets clinics or salons sell and track vouchers cards.
ClinicSoftware.com’s professional tools deliver proven, superior results. From sophisticated

booking capabilities to point of sale, customer relationship management and unlimited staff
management, the software performs. It allows you to keep a close eye on stock control, product
management, full reports, appointment book, marketing, SMS and email reminders anywhere
and at any time. Manage gift cards, detailed tracking information, client iPad/tablet consent

forms via ﬁnger signature, live notiﬁcations, online bookings, and much more.

Instalment Clinic Software with direct debit and card
payments
Something for you
This powerful feature makes easy
to create mixes of products and
services exclusively for every
client.
In front of any specific client need,
you may use a consumer
prescription to budget a mix
service/products solution.
A client prescription can be paid in
advance or in instalments.
Our software will indicate you the
number of recommended
instalments and if you should ask
for an initial payment.
Keep on hold the prescriptions
issued to clients and retrieve and
activate them when the client
requests for it.

ClinicSoftware.com is
guaranteed to increase
your profitability and
empowers you to be in
complete control of
ever y aspect of your
practice .

The bottom line is:
ClinicSoftware.com will
take your practice to
the next level…
Guaranteed !
Whether your practice
is new or established,
small or large,
ClinicSoftware.com is
designed to continue
the growth of your
clinic.

Reading appointments notifications right from your
wrist
What Can I Do with a Smartwatch and Should I Get One?
Key Features
Reading Appointments. New Appointments, Client Notifications, Client Notes, Behaviour Stars,
Appointment protocol, Drinks History, Purchase history, Latest treatments, Custom Notification and
many more.
Should You Get a Smartwatch?
You want business notifications but you don’t want to spend tons of time on your phone.
Smartwatches sit on your wrist and tell you what’s up. You can peek to see if you just received an
important business notification or if you can ignore it. Over everything else, this offers the greatest
advantage because you can stay informed while out and about without rudely interrupting
activities with your business. You won’t look bored in meetings and you won’t distract other
customers. A smartwatch allows you to stay connected and informed without constantly
interrupting your business.

Clinic Reports Control
Full control with comprehensive reports
Professional Business Reporting is delivered as standard within Clinic
Software .
You have the capability to export reports on a number of various criteria
as well and all reports could be previewed on screen without the need to
print them out. In addition all reports can be exported to a different
formats such as Excel and HTML. Our reports have actually been designed
and developed by experts who understand the information that is
essential to beauty Clinic owners. Our ClinicSoftware.com helps you to
plan ahead and identify new opportunities to grow your Clinic and
develop your business.
Clinic Software reports provide you the option to quickly gain access to
information data on all aspects of your company from sales to staff
efficiency in either summary or in-depth format.
For increased convenience work on and store your business reports on
additional computer, with our completely exportable reports to Excel.
In-depth reports give you higher control of all aspects of your company,
regardless of whether you are in the Clinic or not.
The extensive number of reports range from transactions in a specific
day, month or week.

ClinicSoftware®.com Editions
We must use time wisely and forever realize that the time is always ripe to do right.
PREMIUM EDITION Clinic Software®
Perfect for one professional that is working alone as a Sole Proprietor, Self Employed
or one person working as a room renter in a larger Clinic . Planning and Organisation
are crucial in the early stages of setting up a new business. You have a far higher
chance of success if you take a PREMIUM license.

10%
Perfect For One Professional

PROFESSIONAL EDITION Clinic Software®
Perfect for a smaller Clinic with 2-5 employees. Provides all the great scheduling
features and all other features of the software to help you get computerised and
more.

50%
Perfect For A Smaller Clinic With 2-5 Employees

ENTERPRISE EDITION Clinic Software®
Our most popular edition of the Clinic Software . ENTERPRISE is great for Clinics with
7 employees and will give you all the great financial features to fully manage your
Clinic, your business.

70%
For Clinics With More Than 6 Employees *Popular

ULTIMATE EDITION Clinic Software® - for Clinics with 10+ employees
You have a busy Clinic, and practitioners are fighting over a single computer. Put our
Clinic Management Software on more computers to manage at your front desk, in an
office, and all throughout the Clinic . Two PC or more than two PC at one location.
Standard license comes two for one license. You can upgrade for more.

MULTI-COMPUTER / MULTI-LOCATION EDITION Clinic Software®
You have multiple locations that you need to manage. The Multi-Location Edition of
Clinic Management Software is right for you. Access all the information you need at
each location quickly and easily. Two PC or more than two PC at more locations.
Standard comes two PC at two locations.

90%
Put Our Clinic Software On More Computers

99%
If You Have Multiple Locations

Conclusion
Take Your Business to the Next Level Today!
It’s time to put these tips into practice and take your business to
the next level.
Enhance productivity with collaboration and customization.
Drive innovation and scale quickly with industry leading solutions.
ClinicSoftware.com can serve as a vital root centre to manage the

many aspects needed in a growing business.
At its simplest, ClinicSoftware.com is a way to store clients
information and better book appointments for them.

At its best, the right ClinicSoftware.com can propel your business
to greater heights of efficiency and growth than you ever thought
possible. Consider using ClinicSoftware.com as the foundation for
your continued success.
Get started with the #1 most comprehensive software for
fast-growing businesses at www.ClinicSoftware.com

Book your FREE DEMO TODAY!

We’d love to hear from you
We will contact you as soon as possible with an answer to your query
Online :
Web: www.ClinicSoftware.com
eMail: contact@ClinicSoftware.com
Liverpool Street
New Broad Street House
35 New Broad St
London, EC2M 1NH
Sales: 020 7194 7877
Head: 020 7194 7878
Press: 020 7194 7876
Mobile: 07428 8787 28
Free: 0800 689 7089

Whatsapp: 07428 87 87 28
Viber:
07428 87 87 28
Skype ID: ClinicSoftware.com

